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Dog lovers will adore theseÂ realistic portraits of a German shepherd, Labrador, beagle, and other

popular breeds. Use the simple color guide to complete 46 heartwarming images â€” finished

thumbnail images on the inside covers offer additional guidance. Pages are perforated and printed

on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Dogs

Color by Number and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of

inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce

stress.
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This book is literally like the paint by number pictures I did as a child, except the paint actually

covered up the numbers. In this book, when I used colored pencils, I could still see the numbers.

When I used Bic markers or Sharpie markers--I still could see the numbers! That was extremely

disappointing and why my rating is poor. The pictures themselves are excellent, and without the

numbers I would have rated it 5 stars.

so disappointed. if you want to use crayons you will like this. i did not buy this for the color coding

(which is awful) but for the love of dogs. pics have very large spaces to color, reminds me of the

children's paint by number pics. i use it for youngish children to color.



I know that the book is all dogs but if you want a book with colors, this is not the one. I love Creative

Haven color by numbers but this one was just boring to me even just looking at the colors needed

(which consist of LOTS of brown & black). If you want colorful, bright pictures...look up their other

Color by Number options.

Love the Creative Haven Color by Number by this author. If you have the Color by Number Wildlife

book, the first 20 colors are identical to that book. So if you have matched those colors it can make

it easier for this book. There are no color names in the key, and there are 10 browns but if you use

Prismacolor pencils or a combination of these and Blicks pencils you can get the right combination.

You can also buy these pencils individually (I have bought Prismacolor individuals at Michaels and

Hobby lobby) to avoid the expense of buying a whole set. Have not finished a dog picture in this

book, but I bought 2 books as I love dogs and the Wildlife pictures turned out gorgeous when done.

Even if you don't get the colors matched exactly the pictures look great. These are fun to do when

you love to do nature or animal pictures realistically but would not have a clue how to choose the

colors yourself to make them look good. Only issue I have is my books came dented at edges? not

sure why, but it wont affect pictures for me:)

I would recommend using markers instead of colored pencils. Some of the colors are so light the

colored pencils won't cover up the numbers on the picture. I will be purchasing markers instead.

Love the coloring book!

I like this coloring book the only draw back is that the numbers show through the lighter colors, I

found that a bit of gouache white paint covers the numbers and colored pencil does stick to it, unlike

White Out.

It would be nice if you could also buy a set of colored pencils with appropriate colors for use with

this boo.kI found it time consuming to go through all of my colored pencils to find matching colors.

Just calls for too many shades of brown in every picture.
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